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CLUB NIGHT PROGRAMME 
Starts 8.00 pm promptly 

 
 

During NZ's Covid 19 Red Traffic Light setting HVTC will continue to stop having in-person 
meetings on Wednesday nights at the club rooms until further notice (when the setting 

levels drop again or some other parameters allow the General Committee to deem things 
safe to do so). 

 
That means the Wednesday night talks for April 2022 will probably continue to be via 

Zoom.  A notice with the meeting invite/link will be sent out before each meeting. 
 

6 April : Ian Flux and Merryl Park – Japanese Cycle Tour 
Merryl and Ian will tell us about a cycling trip they did in Japan in 2018. Starting at Tokyo’s Narita 

airport they cycled north along the tsunami ravaged coast,  into central Honshu to avoid the 
Fukushima radiation exclusion zone and then around the northern Island of Hokkaido. 

 
13 April : Pete Smith – Walks in the Canadian Rockies – Yoho and Banff National Parks 

After their trip to Alaska in 2017 Peter & Trish spent a few weeks in Canada. Tonight they will talk 
about some of the walks they did. The Iceline hike in Yoho NP, the Plain of the Six Glaciers to 

Victoria Glacier and the Valley of the Ten Peaks to Sentinel Pass in Banff NP 

20 April : Antony Gomez – Our Place in the Universe 
Our Universe is a big, big place, in fact so big that it is almost impossible for anyone to grasp how 

immense it really is and yet it continues to get even bigger with time. So where is our tiny blue 
planet located in this Universe of ours? Let’s take a picturesque journey out into Space and 
explore our local area of the Universe. Hopefully, we can get a sense of just how big and 

remarkable our Universe really is. 
Antony is a former President of the Wellington Astronomical Society. As a child he looked up at 

the stars but it wasn’t till 2000 that he had his first look through a telescope. Now he is passionate 
about promoting Astronomy through public outreach and education, showing others the wonders 
of the night sky. He has a keen interest in the physical sciences, especially in quantum physics 

and cosmology, which looks at the birth of the Universe and its ultimate fate. 

27 April : Aileen Logie – Amazing Monarchs 
Would you like to know more about these beautiful butterflies – their life 

cycle, their needs, their enemies – and how to help raise them in your own 
backyard? Aileen raises 200+ every season – come listen to her talk about 

them.. 
 

 
 

4 May : Robert Tristram – Richmond Range and to John Tait and back 
While Wellington and Kapiti were being flooded during December of 2021, Robert and his friend 

Glen set off into the Richmond Ranges following the Te Araroa Trail. Robert was planning on 
getting to Arthurs Pass, or perhaps Tekapo. Glen was planning on going all the way to Bluff. 

Robert will give some details of the trip from Pelorus Bridge to John Tait Hut. And rain. 
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FORTHCOMING TRIPS 

 
 

TRIP CATEGORIES 

Tramping 

D Day walk or evening stroll 
T Overnight or longer tramp 

     Dog Friendly 

      Moonlight Walk 
Grade 1  Relaxed pace with plenty of rest stops. All terrain types may be encountered, 

occasionally off-track. Duration depends on the terrain and conditions, but is 
usually for no more than 6 hours per day. 

Grade 2  Steady walking pace with regular snack and drink breaks. Terrain may vary from 
flat river valleys to ridges above the bush line. Off-track travel may be involved. Up 
to 8 hours walking time per day, depending on conditions. 

Grade 3  Brisk pace with few drink and snack breaks. Terrain encountered is as for grade 2 
trips but the distance travelled is usually much further. More than 8 hours walking 
time per day. 

Family Family trip.  Very relaxed pace with plenty of rest stops.  Suitable for small children. 
WP Working Party.  Overnight or for a day.  Voluntary work on HVTC Ruapehu Lodge 

or a conservation project.  
 

NOTES 
Where there is no leader given for a trip, please contact the Trip Coordinator to volunteer to lead a 

trip, either as shown or an alternative. 
 
 

     

APRIL 
     

Sun 10 D1 Birchville to Karapoti Marina Skinner 021 792 260 
     

 SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 16/4 – 1/5   
    

15 – 18  EASTER Ruahine Ranges   
 T2 Triangle hut - Iron Gate hut - 

Deadmans track 
Chris Keen 022 652 4002 

Sun 17 D1 Trip required   
     

23 – 25 ANZAC   
 T2 Akatarawa Saddle to Renata & 

Waiotaura huts 
Andrew Robinson 586 2438 

Sun 24 D1 Skyline Walk Tony & Jo 021 228 4430 
     

30 – 1  T1+ Tutuwai via Cone Chris McMillan 569 9019 
     

MAY 
     

tba  Route tba Ann Hayman 021 880 097 
     

Sun 1 D1+ Climie Ridge Chris & Jackie 528 4697 
     

5 – 6 T1+ Papatahi Hut (booked) Graeme Lythgoe 479 6630 
     

Sun 8  D1 Trip required   
     

Tues 10  Moonlight Walk - Te Whiti Riser Graeme Lyon 938 4583 
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS 

Please welcome new members Geoff Wilkin, James Andrews, Lex Grubner, Kirin Amarathi, 
Leanne Asher and Bill Allan. We look forward to enjoying days in the hills with you all. 

 Doreen Courtenay 
Membership Officer 

 

RAINCOAT REQUIRED 

Tony Birtwistle is looking for a new tramping raincoat. He’s had two Macpac garments but both 
with disappointing results. Has anyone got positive experiences with full length raincoats from 
alternative manufactures which have coped well with heavy rain and tops travel?  You can contact 
Tony on tonybandjo@outlook.com or give him a ring on 021 228 4430. 

Tony 
 

BIKING AT NIGHT 
Andrew Robinson 

 
The club is planning on offering semi-regular Tuesday night bike rides during winter. Weather and 
leaders permitting, between each moonlight walk there will be an easy ride followed a week or two 

later by an intermediate ride. The rides will be away from street lights so you will need decent 
lights for your bike. Front lights first: to get something that is bright enough you should be looking 
at at least 1000 lumens which will usually cost at least $100. These days they come in two main 
types – those with a built-in battery and those with a separate battery pack. Generally speaking 

the advantages of the built-in battery types are they tend to be lighter, more compact and easier to 
put on or take off your bike. The advantages of the separate battery types are they tend to have a 
broader beam (that is, they light up a larger area), have more mounting options (on your helmet 

for instance) and have a longer battery life. 
 

Here’s an example of a built-in battery type 
https://www.torpedo7.co.nz/products/MTLIFN1ZB/title/allty-1500-bike-front-light 

Here’s an example of a separate battery type 
https://www.evocycles.co.nz/Product/358250/xcell-bl2100u-high-power-front-light 

 
What constitutes a good rear light depends on the context. A bright flashing light makes you 

visible in traffic but if you’re riding with a group of cyclists a bright flashing light can be a distraction 
to other cyclists. A good idea is to have a rear light with different modes and change the mode as 

the situation changes. 

Andrew 
 

 
 

https://www.torpedo7.co.nz/products/MTLIFN1ZB/title/allty-1500-bike-front-light
https://www.evocycles.co.nz/Product/358250/xcell-bl2100u-high-power-front-light
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CREDIT CARD TRAVEL INSURANCE OVERSEAS 
Tony Birtwistle 

The following may be useful to folks travelling overseas and using their Credit Card Insurance: 

Jo and I have booked to travel to the UK later this year. As the holder of a premium credit card 
(‘Platinum’ in ANZ Bank’s case – other banks will have their own branding) I am able to use ANZ’s 
Travel Insurance for free provided: 

• 50% or more of pre-booked travel charges are paid from said card. This includes air fares, 
accommodation, car hire, holiday packages etc. In the event of a claim your bank’s insurer 
may seek proof 

• Pre-approval is required. This can accessed via the Bank’s website under ‘credit cards’. I 
have heard of claims being paid without this but there’s no guarantee. Note: 

• The cover extends to a broad but finite list of countries. A list on these is on the web 
site 

• The cover has a limited duration – usually a maximum of 4 weeks 
• Additional cover beyond these dates may or may not be available. Check with the 

Bank/Insurer. If limited to (say) 4 weeks do check if the bank will extend cover at 
cost to you or you can tack on additional alternative cover. The website will ask for 
your departure and arrival dates to be entered for approval. Note that only one 
insurer will process a claim! 

• Car Hire and Collision Damage Waiver (CDW): CDW is usually included in your 
rental which waives the full cost of damage in the event of an accident less an 
excess amount which you pay. CDW from a reputable Hire Company usually has an 
excess of $2,000-4,000 dollars per hire. This is the portion you, as the hirer, will pay 
in the event of an accident eg damage resulting in repair fees of (say) $500 means 
you’ll pay $500 and the rental company pays nothing. If the repair costs exceed the 
excess (say damage of $2,500 with an excess of $2,000) you’ll pay $2,000 and the 
rental company pays the rest. The rental companies do offer an option of reducing 
this excess – often to zero – at an inflated price per day. Most of the Bank’s policies 
offer free cover for reducing the excess portion of CDW often to zero however the 
free excess reduction most often only applies if the rental company is unable to, or 
declines to, offer an excess reduction option. In summary if the rental company 
offers you this, and you decline to take it up, you are unlikely to be covered by you 
Bank’s insurance policy. I have checked this in conversation with ANZ Bank which 
confirms my interpretation of the policy wording. Alternative policies may or may not 
have this stipulation – best to check. 

• Car Hire and AA (or similar) coverage. An AA subscription here in NZ may give you 
(limited) cover in other countries. In the case of the UK this only applies to one’s own car 
not to rental vehicles. Again the rental company will offer you roadside cover at exorbitant 
rates. For a short term holiday I bite the bullet and pay as I can’t afford to be held up for 
days whilst things get sorted. 

I hope this is useful for those not familiar with these matters. I know some people will have 
successful claims despite the above but the Insurance Companies have the right to stick to the 
terms of the policy. 

Tony 
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TRIP REPORTS 
 

WASHPOOL HUT 

26-28 November 2021 
Andrew Robinson 

 
The last weekend in November 2021 Anne-Marie Kay, Chriselda and Murray McMillan and Kirsten 
Reid who did the Papatahi crossing with me in September joined me to have a go at an Aorangi 
crossing. We were joined by Anna Davison, Tony Jaegers and Doc Watson. When we got to the 
Putangirua Pinnacles campsite on Friday night it was quite windy at the campsite which added to 
the challenge of pitching the two new club shelter flies. In the end we concluded one of them was 
not made properly. Fortunately the wind died down completely overnight. 

Saturday morning, we had an early start because we had to do a vehicle shuttle. For breakfast 
Anna cooked scrambled eggs for several of us, made with eggs from her chooks and ducks. They 
were delicious. While the vehicle shuttle was going on some of us headed off to explore the base 
of the Pinnacles. We timed it quite well, getting back to the main track just after the others arrived 
there after positioning the vehicles. We had a fifteen-minute climb up to the Pinnacles lookout 
where those who had missed out on the view from below at least got to see them from above. It 
was the first of several climbs that spread us out a bit. We had some nice easy track before 
morning tea, then it was undulating for a while. I alternated with Tony as tail-end Charlie. I was 
near the front when we did what I knew was the last steep climb of the morning. We got to the top 
at half past twelve and I decided to stop for lunch about five minutes later so we didn’t get too 
spread out. The others took a bit longer to turn up than I expected, but I got two reasons when 
they turned up. One was Tony had taken them on a brief diversion to a lookout. The other was 
that Kirsten was unwell. I judged that she would likely be able to manage getting as far as 
Washpool hut, maybe an hour and a half to two hours away still, but mostly downhill. During 
lunch, then as we headed along the reasonably flat piece of track to the start of the descent I 
thought of various options and came up with what I decided were the best two. One was to split 
the group, with three or four stopping at Washpool hut and heading out down Washpool Creek the 
next day while the rest carried on to Pararaki hut as planned. The other was we all spent the night 
at Washpool hut and headed out down the creek. On the start of the descent when I stopped to 
change the batteries on my gps I checked for cellphone coverage while I was at it. There was very 
limited coverage, so I sent a couple texts to our search and rescue contact Bob to let him know of 
our change in plans. It took ages to send the texts during which time Tony very patiently waited for 
me further down the track. Tony and I eventually got to Washpool hut at ten past three. Kirsten 
was curled up on a bunk while the others were lounging on the grass outside the hut. After a bit of 
discussion, it didn’t take much to decide we would all stay at the hut, which we had to ourselves. 
Instead of wearing ourselves out with another four hours of walking we all had a leisurely 
afternoon.  

Sunday morning Kirsten was a lot better. With a shorter day ahead of us we took our time getting 
ready and headed off at quarter to nine. Amongst the eight of us only Tony had been on the 
Washpool Creek route before. Although for the most part it was just following the creek it was still 
good to have someone who’d been that way before. It was slower travelling in the creek than a 
track would have been, but it wasn’t too bad going. After about half an hour we got to a sidle track 
and chose to take it. It was steep and narrow in places and there were small slips that were tricky 
to cross but seeing the creek route some way below us I think we had taken the better way. The 
sidle lasted for perhaps twenty-five minutes then it was back to the creek where travel was much 
the same as when we left it.  
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An hour later we stopped for a late morning tea, having covered 3 km since we left the hut. I had a 
vague recollection of the time taken to head out via the creek being given as 4 hours which we 
weren’t likely to meet even if the going became considerably easier once we hit farmland about 
halfway out. It didn’t matter because we wouldn’t have anyone waiting to pick us up. An hour later 
Tony showed us the spot they had stopped at for lunch last time he came that way and we 
decided to stop there for lunch too. It was where the farmland started and sure enough, when we 
set off again, we picked up a farm track almost straight away and 
the going was great. We soon came across some beehives that had 
presumably been trucked in which made it likely there would be a 
good track the rest of the way. So it proved and we got to the road 
an hour and a half after lunch, five and a half hours after we left the 
hut.  

At the road we were 5 km from the Putangirua Pinnacles campsite 
where the McMillans’ car was and 15 km from the Mangatoetoe 
carpark where the van was. Murray set off hitching in the direction of 
the car, but several cars sailed past him. Doc decided to have a go 
and the second vehicle stopped for him. I wondered what Doc was 
doing because he had the van key but was heading in the direction 
of the car. The vehicle headed off and Doc came back with a good 
story. The driver was only supposed to be going a kilometre up the 
road, but Doc had persuaded him to pick up Murray who was further 
up the road and take Murray to the Pinnacles campsite. While all 
this was going on Tony had decided to put up the shelter fly he’d 
been carrying. It had started to rain about ten minutes before we got 
to the road. Putting up the fly proved even more difficult than when 
Doc and I put it up on Friday night, but it was worth the effort. Five 
of the six of us waiting squeezed into the fly where it was warmer and drier. Before too long 
Murray turned up and picked up Doc to go and get the van. Just under an hour after we reached 
the road the van arrived so we hadn’t had too much of a wait. The McMillans headed straight for 
home while the rest of us piled into the van and headed for the Pinnacles campsite where there 
were toilets and a modicum of shelter. It had worked out for the better coming out via Washpool 
Creek, otherwise we would have been walking in the rain for perhaps four or five hours. All’s well 
that ends well as they say. Thanks to all on the trip, especially the drivers 

Andrew 
 

BARING HEAD OVERNIGHTER 

Thursday 17th - Friday 18th February 2022 
Graeme Lythgoe 

 

Some cycled from Burdan’s Gate while the others drove with the gear after picking up Paula at 
Woburn Station. It was a beautiful day with a light southerly wind. We established ourselves and 
had an early lunch. Then we headed to the north and on to the beach to do a sweep for horn 
poppies and the odd lupin. 

After crossing the private land, we tackled the large area of lupins that we started chopping out on 
8th December last year. It was hot work, and the cool southerly breeze was very welcome. We 
knocked off about 4pm and headed back to the light via the southern gully route. 

I had catered an evening meal for everyone but had forgotten that the garage that we were based 
in had very few cooking facilities. However, we managed to cook everything on an oversize 
toasted sandwich maker and a microwave. The wind died down and it was a perfect evening as 
we watched the planes and the ships come and go. 

Waiting in the rain 
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The light came on after sunset and it was interesting to note that the original light inside the main 
house structure with mirrors, magnifiers and revolving mechanism has been replaced by a simple 
flashing LED beacon - visible from up to 18 kilometres. 

We all slept out under trees or in tents and fell asleep soon after the full moon rose flooding the 
area in bright light. 

After a leisurely breakfast we spent 
some time clearing an area where 
the trees had been bulldozed a few 
years ago when the second cell-
phone tower was installed. The new 
one is owned by NZ Police who 
lease the old one to ‘2degrees’. The 
smaller branches can be used to 
help weigh down the matting 
squares which are used to suppress 
weeds and retain moisture on the 
plantings done during the winter. 
So, we piled bags of the branches 
in the two cars and drove down to 
the bridge. Then we spent a couple 
of hours putting the matting and 

branches around the tiny trees - mainly Ngaio - not yet protected. It was great to see that most of 
the plantings had survived the long hot, dry late December - January period. The recent heavy 
rain during February was truly welcome and will have helped ensure the 2021 plantings now 
survive through to the winter. 

Back to the garage for lunch and then pack-up. The cyclists had a strong NW wind to contend with 
and it was a hot afternoon for everyone heading back home. 

The winter planting programme will probably start in May and 8,000 trees have been ordered. So, 
hopefully you can spare a day during the winter to continue the good work of restoring this area to 
a flourishing forest.  

Those who enjoyed the overnighter were: Catherine Croucher, Patrick Fotheringham, Russell 
Oliver, Martin Watson, John Simes (photographer), John Smeith, Geoff Norton (days only) Paula 
Warren (Chair FOBH), and me.  

Graeme 
 

AVA PARK ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECT 

5 March 2022 
John Simes 

18 members chipped in on Saturday the 5th of March to make a start on this project. The broom, 
gorse, fennel, blackberry, cherry, cow parsley, fleabane, and no doubt a few thistles were duly 
removed and reduced in size to aid break down and ultimate return to the soil. Many of the native 
trees present were released from their weeds and generally tidied up to look a bit sharper. The 
weed debris was then returned in neat piles to the area for decomposition. Once the area is 
planted in winter these piles can be spread back onto the site for further breakdown. The attitude 
to pitching in was exemplary (to the work and the morning tea!) creating a picnic like atmosphere 
to the occasion.  It was particularly pleasing to attract some who we less commonly see.  I want to 
thank you all and those who voiced an interest and ideas but who could not come on the day. I 
hope this will become a club project for as long as the patch needs our attention. 
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The next visit will be in winter for planting. Plant selection will be under the guidance of GWRC 
and other experts so as to best aim for what might be closest to the original natural flora of that 
area.  Keep an eye out for the next working party/picnic and when you are cycling or walking 
through Ava Park take a moment to check out the progress.   

Thanks to Phil Rundle, Paul Haines, Kath Hollis, Ruth and Charlie Noakes, Russell Oliver, 
Graeme and Michele Lythgoe, Marion Harris, Bernice Deller, Paul Wolstenholme, Geoff Norton, 
Tony Jaegers, Ross Jamieson, Kevin Watson, Elaine and Derek Richardson and to Graeme 
Lythgoe for the photograph.  

John 
 

MACGREGOR FALLS IN HOLDSWORTH STREAM. 
Mike Wespel-Rose 

 

A few years ago on a fine Saturday,  3 of us – Colin Cook, David McNabb and myself, walked to 
Powell Hut then on. A little beyond the turn off to High Ridge, we dropped off the ridge and down 
into the headwaters of Holdsworth Stream. Our goal was to get to the major waterfall further down 
stream. On we went. As we continued, sliding down steep banks and slippery rock, I wondered if 
we could reverse some of these steps if we needed to. Suddenly our stream dropped off into 
nothing. It was the top of the falls. Without ropes we could only imagine a complete view of the 
falls and its airy descent. 

We headed into forest on the left and then down a steep slope covered in slippery KeiKei. Care 
was needed to avoid a slip. At the bottom of this slope was a 3 metre wall so we traversed around 
to the right and onto a ledge which allowed us to jump down and  back into the stream bed. 
Attempting to get back to the base of the falls we proceeded back up stream to be faced with a 3 
metre vertical slippery water fall bound on both sides by also slippery vertical walls. No further 
progress possible. The bottom of the big fall not reached.  The big waterfall not seen. 
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We continued down stream a little to a confluence with another 
stream that came in from under East Holdsworth Peak. Up this 
stream a little we got to the bush line. We scrambled up 
through the forest just inside the edge of the bush. On 
reaching the East Holdsworth track we descended and 
returned to Holdsworth lodge. A great day of adventure. 

Recently Colin Cook sent me a link to an account from another 
group. Early this year on a good forecast they took ropes, 
slings, wetsuits helmets and followed our route to the top of the 
falls. They then set up an abseil and descended the falls and 
continued on downstream. A fascinating account with beautiful 
photos. 

Here is the link to their account. 
https://backofbeyondnz.blogspot.com/2022/03/holdsworth-creek-first-
descent.html 

Mike 
 

MORE MEMORIES OF JAN 
 

Here are some more club members’ memories of Jan Heine, which did not arrive in time for last 
month’s edition. 
 
Tony Birtwistle 
In early 1994 I tramped with Jan for the first time. She put me in charge of cooking the vegetables 
for the evening meal. Once (I) deemed them cooked I turned away from the stove and emptied 
the vege water into the tussock. I turned back to observe Jan sporting a look of annoyance with a 
mug in her outstretched hand. Puzzled but undaunted I proceeded to dish out the veges to my 
hungry companions. Shortly after doing so I heard mutterings of discontent from the Group. After 
dinner Jan took me to one side and politely but firmly advised that the best part of the meal is the 
vege water and not to discard it. Likewise, veges are not to be boiled soft (in the traditional north 
of England style) but presented ‘al dente’. I nodded knowingly but had to look up the meaning of 
the word on my return. Thank you, Jan, for educating me! 
 
Alexandra (Alex) Thompson 
My parents were members of HVTC and friends of Jan since the 1960s. Jan and Arnold were 
fixtures of my childhood. I will remember three things about Jan - she was a good friend to my 
mother, she did very exciting things, and she was as hardy and indefatigable as anyone I've ever 
met, or I'm sure, will ever meet.    
 
From when I was small, Jan's stories about her work in Antarctica instilled in me a fascination of 
the continent and the hardy can-do people who studied it first hand. Though I began with the end 
firmly in mind, it took many false starts and a lengthy detour toward the wrong pole before I did 
eventually work in Antarctica, and along the way made a career in earth science. I have Jan to 
thank for this enduring - and ultimately rewarding - obsession that drove the first two decades of 
my working life. 
 
Ten years ago, in memory of my mother Liz, we planted native trees at Otaki forks. Jan was there 
of course and brought a few extra trees to plant. The carpark being some distance from the 
planting site was no problem for Jan, she hoisted the 25kg sacks of compost onto her shoulder 
and carried them like they were nothing, even though she must have been in her 70s then. I 
always thought Jan would outlast all of us.  
 
She will be missed. 

https://backofbeyondnz.blogspot.com/2022/03/holdsworth-creek-first-descent.html
https://backofbeyondnz.blogspot.com/2022/03/holdsworth-creek-first-descent.html
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Phillip Thompson 
When I first visited the tramping club in 1964 the active establishment included Jan. Four years 
later we celebrated my wife Liz’s 21st with a party in our Ministry of Works house in Manor Park. 
Jan turned up with a great big billy of a beef stew that was a very welcome addition to the supper. 
 
Not long after that we joined a tramping club expedition to do maintenance work on the Heaphy 
Track. The travel arrangements required us to spend a night in Nelson. So the whole party stayed 
the night as guests of Jan’s mother in her house, and breakfast in the morning. Jan made the 
tramping club like a big extended family. She always seemed to be there when needed. My six 
year old son broke a leg skiing: I had made his bindings too tight; my moment of personal crisis. 
Jan seemed to be right there and knew what to do. 
 
Over the years Jan kept contact with my family. Sometimes visiting with Arnold just to say hello; 
visits that were appreciated by Liz and me. In 2018 I got an e-mail saying “Matiu Somes Island 
Charitable Trust is holding its not so annual Annual General Meeting” signed Jan Heine, 
Secretary. I attended the meeting which was at the Hikoikoi Reserve. There were seven of us 
there including a chairperson and a deputy chairperson. Nevertheless everybody seem to look to 
Jan to do things. The meeting did have a point though, being the approval of efforts to re-establish 
a certain species of bird on the island. 
 
The last time I saw Jan was when she came to a farewell do for me put on by my children the last 
time I was to go to the USA. 
 
Helen Lukes 

 
It was a midwinter swim I organised at Days Bay 1993, HVTC 70th Anniversary year.  L to R: 
?, Sue Cade, Nick Brown, Felicity Maxwell, Meg Flux, Helen Kettles, Murray Presland, Paul 
Haines, Tom Halliburton, Helen Lukes and Margaret Aitken in priest's outfit to bless us 
all.  Photographer unknown.  After the freezing plunge we went up to Jan and Arnold's home for 
warming soup.  Most memorable! 
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IAN MILNE 
4 April 1947 – 7 March 2022 

 
Many Club members would have been shocked and saddened to hear about Ian’s sudden 
passing with a massive heart attack.  Ian joined HVTC in November 2007 and enjoyed many 
tramping and cycling trips with the Club and its members, as much as we appreciated his 
company on these trips.   
 
Ian and his wife, Janet, were General Practitioners who ran the Petone Medical Centre for over 30 
years and in so doing became a huge part of the Petone Community.  Eulogies given by the 
family, a friend and colleague all spoke of an intelligent, kind and caring man.  He gave freely of 
his knowledge to colleagues, and many were the deep, intelligent and more light-hearted 
conversations with friends.  He was a wonderful father to five children and grandfather to nine 
grandchildren. 
 
Ian was a valuable member on trips, with his calm, unobtrusive manner assisting where needed.  
His medical background came in handy on more than one occasion on club trips – one when a 
club member broke her leg not far from the car park in Nelson Lakes and another on a cycle trip 
when a member took a tumble and cracked his patella.  Ian knew exactly what to do and 
paramedics and those at the hospital commented on the great job he had done. 
 
Club members will recall him more recently greeting people on Matiu/Somes Island and checking 
all was well with no pest stowaways and offering information and guidance during their visit.  He 
was also busy over the past months giving Covid-19 vaccinations. 
 
We feel very privileged to have known Ian and enjoyed his company on a variety of tramping and 
cycling trips.  His quiet company will be sadly missed.  To Janet and his family, we offer our 
sincere sympathy.  

Pat & John Tristram 
 

 
 

Travers Range, October 2007   Martinborough Cycling – March 2012 
 

Photos from Robyn and Frank Usmar 
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Belmont Trig Memorial Seat 
At Ian’s funeral service, Richard Willis spoke about a seat being erected at Belmont Trig, 
something he and Ian discussed whenever they walked up to the Trig.  Richard has been in touch 
with the Greater Wellington Regional Council and it seems this can go ahead once the Council 
has finalised a standard design.  Richard spoke about donations towards this seat and a Memorial 
trip to Belmont Trig for its installation.  Some of us felt this was a fitting memorial and would be 
happy to contribute and participate in the trip to Belmont Trig.  Richard will keep us informed. 

At the HVTC Zoom meeting of 16 March, Ian’s Memorial photos were shown.  For those 
interested in seeing them, they can be accessed by clicking http://youtube.com/watch?v=xEul-
XbLdGM and Browse YouTube should bring it up. 
 
 

DON CHISHOLM AS I REMEMBER HIM 
Doug Fowler 

 
I would like to give my thoughts as I have known Don. 

I first knew about the Chisholms when as a 5-year-old I moved into the same street as Don. I did 

not have much to do with Don as he was a couple of years older than me. 

I have a lasting memory of Don’s father playing the bag pipes on New Year Eve – marching in the 

front door and out the back, no doubt with the odd dram being drunk,  my father loved every 

minute of it - he also being a Scotsman. 

I later joined the local scout group and caught up with Don. 

Don moved on to Petone tech and later did an electrical apprenticeship with William Cable 

Kaiwharawhara (where Spotlight is now.) 

I think I joined HVTC in 1957 and Don was already doing a lot of extended tramping trips - once 

again a couple of years ahead of me.  

Don went to the UK on his OE where I caught up with Don & June, who was to become his wife, 

in London. 

Margaret and I rented a flat in Kelburn when we came back from my OE and, would you believe it, 

Don and June rented a flat in Sea Veiw Terrace, Northland the suburb above us. So once again 

we met up. 

I then purchased a section in Ngaio and Don did the electrical work on it. Then Don and June 

bought a section in Totara Park Upper Hutt and I did the plumbing. 

As time moved on we started to do extended Easter tramping trips with our good friend Des 

Green and others from the club, with the odd extra week away on private tramping trips all in the 

South Island. 

Some time after June died Don married Rayellen and together they travelled through Europe, the 

UK and the USA. in their motor home for months on end till Rayellen said it’s time to go home.  

Rayellen and Don purchased Tea Creek Farm on the eastern side of the Tararuas and then 

retired to Lansdowne Park retirement home in Masterton. 

Don loved his camper van and travelled a variety of back roads of NZ with another couple of keen 

motor campers. even in his last few weeks he was wanting to head down to Ngawi. 

http://youtube.com/watch?v=xEul-XbLdGM
http://youtube.com/watch?v=xEul-XbLdGM
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One lasting memory of Don was on tramping trips if anything was broken, he could always 

produce out of his pack a screwdriver, a drill bit or a pair of pliers. No wonder his pack was always 

heavy, and he was Tail End Charlie. 

Don gave freely of his electrical skills in wiring the hut at Ruapehu and, if my memory is correct, 

the club rooms as well. 

No matter where you are Don keep tramping and driving down that unexplored road. 

Doug 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photos by Pat & John Tristram 

 
 

 

3 Pass Crossing White 83 

 

Easter 94 Townsend Creek 
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FROM THE GENERAL COMMITTEE 

April 2022 

Club Meetings operating under CoVid-19 Omicron. 

 

Our Club has been functioning since the Omicron strain of the virus began to spread widely 
through New Zealand by moving all the Club Meetings on Wednesday evening to internet 
“broadcasts” via Zoom.  This has made Pamela Campbell’s task in engaging speakers much more 
challenging – some simply do not want to present via Zoom; some have a presentation that is 
best made in person – but the presentations have been remarkably successful.  They have also 
maintained social contact amongst members – as have the many day and biking trips that 
members have joined enthusiastically.  The General Committee has not adopted any targets for 
returning Club Meetings to the Clubrooms but will follow local covid-19 infection statistics and 
review that decision regularly. 

 

Club Meeting Time. 

 

The General Committee has been asked to consider moving the start time for Club Meetings – 
either via Zoom or in-person at the Clubrooms – forward to 7.30 pm.  The Clubrooms would open 
from 7.00 pm. Other tramping clubs in the region have long adopted 7.30 pm for their meetings 
but a trial in 2013 of the earlier meeting time did not find great favour amongst our members and 
the meeting time soon reverted to 8.00 pm. 

However the request to move to 7.30 pm start time has again been made.  The General 
Committee will not make a decision without seeking members’ views.  As a first step, we ran a poll 
amongst those who connected in to the Zoom meeting on Wednesday 30 March – 32 people 
responded – plus we invited other members to express their preferences to the President or 
Secretary – 6 have done so.  The results: 

prefer 7.30 pm start  -  52.6%  :  prefer 8.00 pm start  -  29.0%  :  expressed no preference  -  18.4% 

The General Committee welcomes your view, especially if there are strong reasons that it may not 
be aware of.  Please present these by e-mail to  president@hvtc.org.nz  or  
secretary@hvtc.org.nz . 

 

Possum Eradication in the Remutaka Range – May-June, 2022 

 

OSPRI – the agency tasked to eradicate bovine tuberculosis in New Zealand – intends targeting 
possums,   throughout the Southern Remutaka region (13,349 hectares) with an aerial drop of 
toxin in May – June 2022.  The objective is to reduce possums numbers to 1-2 animals per 10 
hectares.  The operation has considerable benefits for native birds and vegetation since the toxin 
is also extremely effective at decimating other predators such as rats and stoats. 

The operation begins with the distribution of non-toxic tan-coloured cereal baits to give the pests a 
taste and overcome bait shyness.  One to two weeks later toxic, green coloured cereal pellets – 
each containing 0.15% sodium fluoroacetate (1080) will be applied from a helicopter at a rate of 2 
kg per hectare – about 1 bait every 60 square metres.  The toxin is highly soluble and does not 
persist in water or soil - it breaks down quickly so there is no risk to public drinking water. 

Warning signs will be displayed at all major access points. 

Do not take your dog into the area while the signs are displayed. 

Do not handle any bait you come across. 

mailto:president@hvtc.org.nz
mailto:secretary@hvtc.org.nz
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The treatment area is shown in purple in the attached map.   

 

 

 

A similar operation is planned covering 36,000 hectares in the Aorangi Forest Park in the same 
period. 

 

Murray Presland (once upon a time secretary - secretary@hvtc.org.nz) 

 

The views expressed in the articles in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Hutt 
Valley Tramping Club. Any queries or comments should be directed to the writer of the article. 
Contributions to the Hills & Valleys are welcomed and encouraged but all are accepted on the 
understanding that the Editor has the authority to make minor changes if deemed necessary, refer 
back to the contributor for amendment, or return the contribution for amendment by the Writer. 

 

mailto:secretary@hvtc.org.nz

